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IT Project+ Study GuideSybex, 2002
Here's the book you need to prepare for the latest version of CompTIA's IT Project+ exam. This Study Guide was developed to meet the exacting requirements of today's certification candidates. In addition to the consistent and accessible instructional approach that has earned Sybex the "Best Study Guide" designation in the 2003 CertCities...
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CompTIA Network+ Certification Study Guide, Fourth Edition (Certification Press)McGraw-Hill, 2009
If you are new to certifications, we have some good news and some bad news. The good news is that a computer industry certification is one of the most valuable credentials you can earn. It sets you apart from the crowd and marks you as a valuable asset to your employer. You will gain the respect of your peers, and certification can have a...
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CompTIA Security+: Get Certified Get Ahead: SY0-301 Study GuideCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2011

	CompTIA Security+: Get Certified Get Ahead: SY0-301 Study Guide is an update to the top-selling SY0-201 guide, which helped thousands of readers pass the exam the first time they took it. The SY0-301 version covers every aspect of the SY0-301 exam, and includes the same elements readers raved about in the previous version.
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CompTIA Linux+ Study Guide: Exams LX0-101 and LX0-102Sybex, 2013

	The Best Test Prep for the CompTIA Linux+ Powered By LPI Exams


	One of Sybex's most popular certification Study Guides, CompTIA Linux+ Study Guide, Second Edition thoroughly prepares candidates for the CompTIA Linux+ Powered by LPI exams (LX0-101 and LX0-102). In addition to full coverage of all exam objectives for both...
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Cisco Networking Academy Program CCNA 1 and 2 Companion Guide, Third EditionCisco Press, 2003
Cisco Networking Academy Program CCNA 1 and 2 Companion Guide, Third Edition,
supplements your classroom and laboratory experience with the Cisco Networking
Academy Program, whose curriculum is designed to empower you to enter employment
or further education and training in the computer networking field.

This book trains...
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i -Net+ Study GuideSybex, 2002
Here's the book you need to prepare for CompTIA's i-Net+ Exam.  This      Sybex Study Guide provides:
      

	Full coverage of every exam      objective      
	Practical information on network hardware      
	Hundreds of      challenging review questions, in the book...
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A+ Certification BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
A business runs on its software, which means that it's possible  to make a very nice living by maintaining the hardware that enables  business software to go. The CompTIA A+ professional certification is  the generally recognized token of accomplishment in the areas of  Intel-compatible hardware configuration and the hardware-related parts  of the...
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Faster Smarter Network+ CertificationMicrosoft Press, 2003
Take the next step in your career by earning your CompTIA Network+ certification the faster, smarter way. This innovative, high-energy guide makes the most of your study time by teaching exactly what you need for the Network+ exam. You get focused, no-fluff coverage of exam objectives—plus Test Smart tips, a rigorous cram-and-review...
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Data Storage Networking: Real World Skills for the CompTIA Storage+ Certification and BeyondSybex, 2014

	Learn efficient ways to harness and manage your data storage networks


	Whether you're preparing for the CompTIA Storage+ exam or simply seeking a deeper understanding of data storage networks, this Sybex guide will help you get there. This book covers data storage from the basics to advanced topics, and provides practical...
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Linux All-in-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2014

	Eight minibooks in one volume cover every important aspect of Linux and everything you need to know to pass level-1 certification


	Linux All-in-One For Dummies explains everything you need to get up and running with the popular Linux operating system. Written in the friendly and accessible For Dummies style, the book...
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CompTIA A+ Certification All-in-One Exam Guide, 8th Edition (Exams 220-801 & 220-802)McGraw-Hill, 2012

	The bestselling CompTIA A+ reference and test preparation guide--fully revised for the new 2012 exam topics


	Written by the leading authority on CompTIA A+ certification and training, the new edition of this trusted resource offers complete, up-to-date coverage of CompTIA A+ exams 220-801 and 220-802. You’ll find learning...
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Mastering WiresharkPackt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features

	
		Master Wireshark and train it as your network sniffer
	
		Impress your peers and get yourself pronounced as a network doctor
	
		Understand Wireshark and its numerous features with the aid of this fast-paced book packed with numerous screenshots, and become a pro at resolving network...
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